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q.beyond ibérica – Opening 

of new business areas in 

Spain 

q.beyond ibérica opens new business areas focusing 
on software development, SAP, and cloud services 

• To meet the demand of German customers, the team is continuously 

expanding with local talent. 

• Thies Rixen (CEO of q.beyond) and Germán Tíscar Lorenzo (CEO of 

WATA Factory) thank the team for their commitment and dedication during 

the past year. 

 

Jerez de la Frontera, June 14, 2023 

q.beyond ibérica, a Center of Excellence specializing in cloud and software 

development and a foreign branch of the German IT services provider q.beyond, is 

expanding its operations in Jerez de la Frontera. The company is opening new business 

units that focus on software development, SAP and cloud services. The team continues 

to grow with home-grown talent to meet the demands of its customers in Germany. 

In just one year q.beyond ibérica was created and has been growing steadily since its 

foundation. This Center of Excellence, born from the collaboration between WATA 

Factory and q.beyond, is achieving excellent results and has decided to expand its 

portfolio of services to offer an even wider range of expertise to its German 

customers. 

After recent conversations between Thies Rixen (CEO of q.beyond) and Germán Tíscar 

Lorenzo (CEO of WATA Factory) in our country, q.beyond ibérica is expanding the 

functions of its Center of Excellence. In addition to continuing to offer solutions based 
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on cloud technologies, other services such as software development and SAP are being 

added. 

For both managers, this expansion represents not only a milestone in the development 

of q.beyond, but also proof of the successful collaboration between the two 

companies. "We are proud of the direction our Center of Excellence is taking. The 

expansion of our service range is a proof to the hard work and dedication of our 

team," says Thies Rixen. 

The opening of these new business areas represents significant growth for the 

q.beyond ibérica team. The company has already started hiring experts in this field to 

ensure the highest quality and service in its new business areas. 

 

 

For more information, please send an email to 

Eliezer Lopez 

e.lopez@wata.es 
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